
1) Alys Langton (Seawinds, Shire of)
  Device Resubmission
Per pale azure and vert, within a tressure a cinquefoil argent.

Submission History: Name ILoI 9/10 2 Kingdom accepted 10/10 (AG 11/10)
Device ILoI 9/10 2
Kingdom returned 10/10 (AG 11/10)
 Device in conflict with Olivia Whytrose Per saltire gules and sable, a rose within an orle argent registered in 
October of 1999 (via An Tir): There is 1 CD for the field but there is not a CD between a cinquefoil and a rose. 

2) Beonne seo brune (Steppes, Barony of)
New Name  New Badge
Or, a square weaver’s tablet proper.

Major Changes:  No  Minor Changes:  Yes  Gender:  Female
Change for:  Spelling:
Please don’t change the spelling of the first name.
Authenticity:  
Documentation Provided:  <Beonne> found in the Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England (PASE) database 
maintained by the University of Cambridge and King’s College, London, which identifies it as feminine name. The 
original charter, Sawyer catalogue number 1436, dated to 825. Boenne is the fifth witness from the end (page 8of 8 
of the charter).
<seo> meaning the, advised on its appropriate use by Wihtric Wihtmunding.
<brune> a simple descriptive derived from brun, meaning brown, originally found in Bosworth-Toller’s dictionary. 
Derivation provided by Wihtric Wihtmunding.
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3) Dmitri Davidovich Volkhovsky (Steppes, Barony of)
New Name

Major Changes:  No  Minor Changes:  Yes  Gender:  Male
Change for:  Meaning
Authenticity:  
Documentation Provided:  <Dmitri> derivative of Demeter (goddess of the harvest), and stems from Greek 
Cultural influence via the spread of the Orthodox Church.
<Davidovich> meaning “Son of David” David being a Christian name used at the time and assumed name of the 
name bearer’s father.
<Volkhovsky>Referring to the Volkhov River that runs by and though old Novgorod, as to say “Of the Volkhov”. 
Key reference found at http://heraldry.sca.org/paul/zgrammar.html
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